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* leptonic decays of mesons on the lattice using the RM123+Soton strategy [PRD ’15 (1502.00257), PRL ’18 (1711.06537), PRD ’19 (1904.08731)] 

* real photon emission on the lattice: structure-dependent form factors  and  [PRD ’21 (2006.05358)] 
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leptonic decays of PS mesons                              extraction of CKM matrix elements 
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QED)
universal electroweak correction ( )≃ 1.032

fPS : leptonic decay constant in isoQCD (mu = md, ef = 0)

δRPS
IB : strong isospin breaking correction ∝ O[(md − mu)/ΛQCD] ≃ O(1%)

δRPS
QED : QED correction ∝ O(αem) ≃ O(1%)

lattice determinations of fPS have reached an accuracy below the percent level fK
fπ

: relative error of ≃ 0.15 %
FLAG-4 [EPJC ’20]

*

need of determining  on the latticeδRPS
IB and δRPS

QED

the infrared (IR) problem: only  is IR finite [Block&Nordsiek ’37]         Γ(ΔEγ) = Γ0 + Γ1(ΔEγ)* Γn : n photons in the final state

Γ(ΔEγ) = limV→∞ [Γ0 − Γpt
0 ] + limV→∞ [Γpt

0 + Γ1(ΔEγ)]RM123+Soton strategy:

PRD ’15 arXiv:1502.00257    (master formula) 
PRD ’17 arXiv:1611.08497    (FVEs) 
PRL ’18 arXiv:1711.06537    (  and K) 
PRD ’19 arXiv:1904.08731    (  and K)
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limV→∞ [Γ0 − Γpt
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1 (ΔEγ)] within the pt approximation (small ΔEγ)

pt = point-like

definition of isoQCD discussed in 

section 2 of arXiv:1904.08731
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real photon emission on the lattice [PRD ’21 arXiv:2006.05358]

mechanism known as the “universality of infrared diver-
gences” (see e.g. Refs. [3,4]) that finds its physical
explanation in the fact that ultrasoft photons cannot resolve
the internal structure of the meson. On the other hand, the
ultrasoft limit is an idealization and experimental measure-
ments, particularly in the case of heavy mesons, are
inclusive up to photon energies that may be too large to
safely neglect the structure-dependent (SD) corrections to
the pointlike approximation.
In the region of hard (experimentally detectable) photon

energies, radiative leptonic decays represent important
probes of the internal structure of the mesons. Moreover,
radiative decays can provide independent determinations of
CKM matrix elements with respect to the purely leptonic
channels. A nonperturbative calculation of the radiative
decay rates can be particularly important for heavy mesons
since, unlike the case of pions and kaons where such
decays have been studied using chiral perturbation theory
(ChPT) [5–9], no model-independent calculations have
ever been performed. Even in the case of light mesons,
although the quoted ChPT calculations represent a first-
principles approach to the problem, the low-energy con-
stants entering in the final results at O!p6" have been
estimated in phenomenological analyses relying in part on
model-dependent assumptions.
In Ref. [10], a strategy to compute QED radiative cor-

rections to the P ! l!̄l!"" decay rates at O!#em" by
starting from first-principles lattice calculations was pro-
posed. The strategy has subsequently been applied in
Refs. [11–15], within the RM123 approach [16,17], to
provide the first nonperturbative model-independent calcu-
lation of the decay rates $! ! %!!̄%!"" and K! ! %!!̄%!"".
In these calculations, the real soft-photon contributions have
been evaluated in the pointlike effective theory and, using the
ChPT results quoted above, the SD corrections have been
estimated to be negligible for these processes (see [10]). In
the same phenomenological analysis, it has been shown that
the SD correctionsmight instead be relevant for the decays of
pions and kaons into electrons. Moreover, by using the same
single-pole dominance approximation as originally used in
Ref. [18], SD contributions have been estimated to be
phenomenologically important for decays of heavy-flavor
mesons.
In this paper, we present the first nonperturbative lattice

calculation of the rates for the radiative decays P ! l!̄",

where P is a pion, kaon, D or Ds meson. We use the Nf #
2$ 1$ 1 gauge ensembles generated by the European
Twisted Mass Collaboration (ETMC) and analyzed for
mesonic observables in Ref. [19]. Preliminary results from
this study were presented in Ref. [20]; the decays of bottom
mesons will be studied in future papers. Note also that Kane
et al. have presented preliminary results for the decays
D$

s ! l$!" and K! ! l!!̄", where l% represents the
charged leptons and " is a hard photon with energy in the
range of about 0.5–1 GeV in Ref. [21].
The plan of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In

Sec. II, we introduce the basic quantities which enter in the
amplitude for the leptonic decay of a pseudoscalar meson
with the emission of a real photon; in particular, we define
the axial and vector form factors FA and FV . We express the
decay rates in terms of these quantities in Appendix A. In
Sec. III, we describe the general strategy that we followed
to extract the amplitudes from suitable Euclidean correla-
tion functions and discuss finite-time effects. The presence
of discretization effects which diverge at small photon
momenta is demonstrated in Sec. IV and Appendix C,
together with a strategy for subtracting them nonperturba-
tively. In Sec. V, we present the numerical results for pions,
kaons,D andDs mesons. Many formulas which are used in
the paper are discussed and derived in Appendices A–C.
Finally, in Appendix D, we present some of our numerical
results, including the correlation matrices, in a way which
we hope may be useful to readers who wish to use them in
phenomenological applications.

II. DEFINITION OF THE FORM FACTORS

The nonperturbative contribution to the radiative lep-
tonic decay rate for the processes P ! l!̄l" is encoded in
the following hadronic matrix element, see the left panel of
Fig. 1:

H#r
W !k; p" # &r%!k"H

#%
W !k; p"

# &r%!k"
Z

d4yeik·yTh0jj#W!0"j
%
em!y"jP!p"i; !1"

where &r%!k" is the polarization vector of the outgoing
photon with four-momentum k, p is the momentum of the
ingoing pseudoscalar meson of mass mP (p! !E; p",
E #

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
m2

P $ p2
p

, and p2 # m2
P). Here and in the following

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams representing the amplitudes with the emission of a real photon from the P! meson (left panel) or from the
final-state charged lepton l! (right panel).
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ϵr
μ(k) Hαμ

W (k, p) ≡ ϵr
μ(k)∫ d4y eiky < 0 |T [jα

W(0) jμ
em(y)] |PS(p) >

non-perturbative hadronic amplitude

polarization vector of the  
photon with 4-momentum k 

weak current em current PS meson with  
4-momentum p

Hαμ
W (k, p) =

H1

mPS
[k2gαμ − kαkμ] +

H2

mPS
(p − k)α (p ⋅ k − k2)kμ − k2(p − k)μ

(p − k)2 − m2
PS

−i
FV

mPS
ϵμαβγkβ pγ +

FA

mPS
[(p ⋅ k − k2)gαμ − kα(p − k)μ]

+fPS [gαμ +
(2p − k)μ(p − k)α

2p ⋅ k − k2 ] pt (or Inner Bremsstrahlung) term (dictated by WI : kμHαμ
W = fPS pα)

H1, H2 : only for k2 ≠ 0

FV, FA : for both k2 = 0 and k2 ≠ 0

see talk by F. Mazzetti  
(today, Hadron Structure)

here we consider only the case of real photon emission:  k2 = 0 and ϵr
μkμ = 0*

FV = FV(xγ), FA = FA(xγ) xγ ≡ 2p ⋅ k/m2
PS = 2Eγ /mPS ( ⃗p PS = 0)

four structure-dependent (dimensionless) form factors

no IR divergent  
contribution in FA 

large ΔEγ



ChPT O(e2p4) : FV(xγ) =
mPS

4π2fPS

FA(xγ) =
8mPS

fPS
(Lr

9 + Lr
10)

linear fit : F±(xγ) = C± + D± xγ

FV and FA determined at the physical point for pion, kaon, D and Ds mesons*

Γ(ΔEγ) = Γ(0) [1 + δR0+δRpt(ΔEγ) + δRSD
1 (ΔEγ) + δRINT

1 (ΔEγ)] δRSD
1 (ΔEγ) = ∫

2ΔEγ/mPS

0
dxγ ∫ dxℓ {f SD

+ (xγ, xℓ)[F+(xγ)]
2
+f SD

− (xγ, xℓ)[F−(xγ)]
2}

δRINT
1 (ΔEγ) = ∫

2ΔEγ/mPS

0
dxγ ∫ dxℓ {f INT

+ (xγ, xℓ) F+(xγ) + f INT
− (xγ, xℓ) F−(xγ)}

F±(xγ) ≡ FV(xγ) ± FA(xγ)

xℓ ≡ 2p ⋅ pℓ /m2
PS = 2Eℓ /mPS

xγ ≡ 2p ⋅ k /m2
PS = 2Eγ /mPS

mean values and covariance matrices  
in PRD ’21 arXiv:2012.02120
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[Bijnens&Ecker ’14]

fSD,INT
± : kinematical terms

1
Γ(0)

limL→∞ [Γ0(L) − Γpt
0 (L)] 1

Γ(0)
limmγ→0 [Γpt

0 + Γpt
1 (ΔEγ)]

( ⃗p PS = 0)



compared to the pt one, and, therefore, the results (40) and
(41) represent respectively the totally inclusive corrections
to the tree-level decay of pions and kaons into muons. This
had been anticipated in Ref. [7], where the SD and INT
contributions were neglected in the extraction of the CKM
matrix element jVusj using the experimental result for the
total decay rate !!K ! !""##$ from the PDG [1].
The situation is very different for radiative kaon decays

into electrons where the relative SD contribution is very
large and even exceeds 1. This is related to the presence of
the factor r2l in the denominator of Eq. (37), which
compensates the factor r2l present in the tree-level rate
!!0$ because of helicity suppression [see Eq. (3)]. In the
next section we will compare our non-perturbative pre-
dictions with results from the KLOE experiment on the
radiative kaon decay Ke2#, which is devoted to the inves-
tigation of this large SD contribution [9].
The discussion and results in this section concerned the

rates for inclusive decays to which the exchange of a virtual
photon contributes significantly. For the remainder of this
paper we focus on the differential rates for decays with a
real photon in the final state, i.e., P ! l"l# decays.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS FROM THE KLOE COLLABORATION

In Ref. [9] the KLOE Collaboration has measured the
differential decay rate d!!Ke2#$=dE# for photon energies in
the range 10 MeV < E# < Emax

# ! 250 MeV with the con-
straint pe > 200 MeV. More precisely, they have measured
the differential branching ratio

dRexp

dE#
% 1

!!K!2"##$

!
d!!Ke2#$

dE#

"

pe>200 MeV
!42$

integrated in five different bins of photon energies:

"Rexp;i !
Z

Ei&1
#

Ei
#

dE#
dRexp

dE#
!43$

with Ei
# % f10; 50; 100; 150; 200; 250g MeV.

Since we work at first order in $em, we can replace
!!K!2"##$ with its tree-level expression (3) in the denom-
inator of Eq. (42).3 Thus, the theoretical prediction "Rth;i

can be decomposed into the sum of three terms

"Rth;i % "Rpt;i & "RSD;i & "RINT;i; !44$

where

"Rpt!SD;INT$;i

% !!0$!Ke2$
!!0$!K!2$

Z
2Ei&1

# =mK

2Ei
#=mK

dx#

!
dRpt!SD;INT$

1

dx#

"

pe>200 MeV

!45$

with

!!0$!Ke2$
!!0$!K!2$

% m2
e

m2
!

!1 " r2e$2

!1 " r2!$2
! 2.5689 ! 10"5 !46$

and re % me=mK and r! % m!=mK .
The presence of a constraint of the type pe > pe;min

implies that xe > xmin, where xmin is given by

xmin %
2

mK

#######################
m2

e & p2
e;min

q
" r2e: !47$

We therefore obtain

!
dRpt

1

dx#

"

pe>pe;min

% $em
4%

2

!1 " r2e$2
f̃pt!x#; x0; 1$; !48$

TABLE III. Values of the contributions &R0, &Rpt!"Emax
# $, &RSD

1 !"Emax
# $ and &RINT

1 !"Emax
# $, defined in Eqs. (35)-

(38), evaluated using the lattice results of Refs. [7,8] for the decaysK!%$ ! !!e$""##. In the last row the values of the
maximum photon energy, "Emax

# , are also shown for each decay process.

%e2"## %!2"## Ke2"## K!2"##

&R0 (a) 0.0411(19) (a) 0.0341(10)
&Rpt!"Emax

# $ "0.0651 "0.0258 "0.0695 "0.0317
&RSD

1 !"Emax
# $ 5.4!1.0$ ! 10"4 2.6!5$ ! 10"10 1.19(14) 2.2!3$ ! 10"5

&RINT
1 !"Emax

# $ "4.1!1.0$ ! 10"5 "1.3!1.5$ ! 10"8 "9.2!1.3$ ! 10"4 "6.1!1.1$ ! 10"5

"Emax
# (MeV) 69.8 29.8 246.8 235.5
aNot yet evaluated by numerical lattice QCD& QED simulations.

3The results shown in Table III imply that the difference
between the total rate !!K!2"##$ and its tree-level expression
!!0$!K!2$ is at the level of few permille.
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inclusive leptonic decay rates

Γ(ΔEmax
γ ) = Γ(0) [1 + δR0+δRpt(ΔEmax

γ ) + δRSD
1 (ΔEmax

γ ) + δRINT
1 (ΔEmax

γ )]

in progress

decays of  and K into muons and of  into electrons: negligible SD effects 

decays of K into electrons: large SD effects

π π

Γ0 ∝ (mℓ /mPS)2 (helicity suppression)

δRSD
1 ∝ (mPS /mℓ)2 (remove the suppression)

[PRD ’21 arXiv:2012.02120]ΔEmax
γ =

mPS

2 (1 −
m2

ℓ

m2
PS )



KLOE experiment K → eνeγ [EPJC ’09]

ΔRexp,i = ∫
Ei+1

γ

Ei
γ

dEγ
1

ΓKμ2[γ] [
dΓ(Ke2γ)

dEγ ]
pe>200 MeV

→ ΔRpt,i+ΔRSD,i + ΔRINT,i five bins : Ei
γ = {10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250} MeV

!
dRSD

1

dx!

"

pe>pe;min

! "em
4#

m2
K

2f2Kr
2
e"1 ! r2e#2

! ff̃$SD"x!; x0; 1#%F$"x!#&2

$ f̃!SD"x!; x0; 1#%F!"x!#&2g; "49#

!
dRINT

1

dx!

"

pe>pe;min

! !
"em
4#

2mK

fK"1 ! r2e#2

! %f̃$INT"x!; x0; 1#F$"x!#

$ f̃!INT"x!; x0; 1#F!"x!#& "50#

where x0 is given by

x0 !max
#
xmin; 1 ! x! $ x!

r2e
1 ! x!

$
: "51#

Using our form factors (13) with the parameters given
in Eqs. (15) and (17), the INT contributions !RINT;i turn
out to be totally negligible ("10!10), while the pt term
!Rpt;i only contributes significantly in the first bin
(10 MeV < E! < 50 MeV) where however, it is the dom-
inant contribution leading therefore to a precise prediction
for this bin. For the remaining 4 bins, i.e., for i > 1, our
theoretical predictions !Rth;i are largely dominated by the
SD term, !RSD;i, more precisely by the SD$ contribution
related to the square of the form factor F$"x!#. Our results
are collected in Table IV and shown in the left-hand plot in
Fig. 1 together with the experimental data !Rexp;i from

TABLE IV. Values of the KLOE experimental data !Rexp;i [9] and of the theoretical predictions !RSD;i and !Rth;i, evaluated with the
vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in Eqs. (13)–(17), tabulated in the 5 bins of the photon’s energy adopted by the KLOE
experiment on K ! e$! decays. The seventh column is the ratio between the experimental data and our theoretical predictions. In the
fourth column the first error is statistical and the second one is systematic. The last column shows the prediction of ChPT at order
O"e2p4#, based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53).

Bin E! (MeV) pe (MeV) !Rexp;i ! 106 !RSD;i ! 106 !Rth;i ! 106 exp =th ChPT

1 10–50 > 200 0.94' 0.30' 0.03 0.26' 0.04 1.25' 0.04 0.75' 0.24 1.13' 0.03
2 50–100 > 200 2.03' 0.22' 0.02 2.26' 0.30 2.28' 0.30 0.89' 0.15 1.44' 0.36
3 100–150 > 200 4.47' 0.30' 0.03 5.06' 0.67 5.07' 0.67 0.88' 0.13 3.50' 0.96
4 150–200 > 200 4.81' 0.37' 0.04 6.00' 0.78 6.00' 0.78 0.80' 0.12 4.46' 1.25
5 200–250 > 200 2.58' 0.26' 0.03 2.85' 0.38 2.85' 0.38 0.91' 0.15 2.25' 0.63
1–5 10–250 > 200 14.83' 0.66' 0.13 16.43' 2.12 17.43' 2.12 0.85' 0.11 12.79' 3.24

FIG. 1. Left panel: comparison of the KLOE experimental data !Rexp;i [9] (red circles) with the theoretical predictions !Rth;i, (blue
squares) evaluated with the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in Eqs. (13)–(17), for the 5 bins (see Table IV). The green
diamonds correspond to the prediction of ChPT at order O"e2p4#, based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53). Right
panel: comparison of the form-factor F$"x!# extracted by the KLOE collaboration in Ref. [9] and the theoretical prediction from
Eqs. (13)–(17). The shaded areas represent uncertainties at the level of 1 standard deviation.
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ΔRpt,i : relevant in the first bin only

ΔRINT,i : negligible

ΔRSD,i ∝ [FV(xγ) + FA(xγ)]
2

≡ 2Eγ /mPS

Emax
γ ≃ 250 MeV(kinematical cut due to Ke3 decays)

***** good consistency *****

ChPT O(e2p4) : FV(xγ) =
mPS

4π2fPS

FA(xγ) =
8mPS

fPS
(Lr

9 + Lr
10)

F+(xγ) = FV(xγ) + FA(xγ) ≃ 0.123 ± 0.018



E787 experiment K → μνμγ [PRL ’00]

b !
!
2

x!
! 1

"
1 ! x! " r2"

x!
; #62$

c ! r2" cos2##cut$ "
!
1 ! x! " r2"

x!

"
2

#63$

and cos##cut$ given in Tables VI and VII for each strip.
In both experiments the measured observable is the ratio

Nexp=Npt of the number of observed photons in each strip

to the number of pt (or inner-bremsstrahlung) events. Npt is
estimated using the GEANT3 package [24].
The comparison of the experimental results with our

predictions, and also with those obtained using ChPT
at order O#e2p4$ based on the vector and axial-vector
form factors given in Eq. (53) with mK=fK !
493.7 MeV=156.1 MeV, is presented in Table VIII and
in Fig. 4. It can clearly be seen that at large photon energies
there is a significant tension between the experimental data

FIG. 2. Comparison of the E787 experimental data after the pt contribution has been subtracted, d#Rexp ! Rpt$=d cos##"!$ (red circles)
[10], with the theoretical predictions d#Rth ! Rpt$=d cos##"!$ (blue squares), evaluated using the lattice form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17). The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the contributions d#RSD" " RINT"$=d cos##"!$ and d#RSD! "
RINT!$=d cos##"!$ respectively. The upper horizontal axis shows the maximum value of x! , xmax

! ##"!$, allowed by the value of the
angle #"! taking into account the kinematical cuts of the E787 experiment [see Eq. (56)].

FIG. 3. Results for the pt, SD", SD!, INT" and INT! contributions to the differential branching ratio (57) as a function of the emission
angle #e! for the decay process Ke2! , calculated using the lattice form factors of Ref. [8], given in Eqs. (13)–(17), with the kinematical
cuts x! > 0.2 (E! > 49 MeV) and xe > 0.93 (Ee > 230 MeV).
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dRexp

dcos(θμγ)
=

1
ΓKμ2[γ] [

dΓ(Kμ2γ)
dcos(θμγ) ]

Eγ>90 MeV, Eμ>243 MeV (kinematical cuts due to K𝜇3 decays)

tension at large backward angles (i.e. large )  
of about 2-3 standard deviations

xγ

F+(xγ = 1) = 0.125 ± 0.007stat ± 0.001syst KLOE 2009

F+(xγ = 1) = 0.165 ± 0.007stat ± 0.011syst E787 2000

F+(xγ = 1) = 0.136 ± 0.010 our work

difference of ~ 3 standard deviations at xγ = 1

after subtraction of the pt contribution
*
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c ! r2" cos2##cut$ "
!
1 ! x! " r2"

x!

"
2

#63$

and cos##cut$ given in Tables VI and VII for each strip.
In both experiments the measured observable is the ratio

Nexp=Npt of the number of observed photons in each strip

to the number of pt (or inner-bremsstrahlung) events. Npt is
estimated using the GEANT3 package [24].
The comparison of the experimental results with our

predictions, and also with those obtained using ChPT
at order O#e2p4$ based on the vector and axial-vector
form factors given in Eq. (53) with mK=fK !
493.7 MeV=156.1 MeV, is presented in Table VIII and
in Fig. 4. It can clearly be seen that at large photon energies
there is a significant tension between the experimental data

FIG. 2. Comparison of the E787 experimental data after the pt contribution has been subtracted, d#Rexp ! Rpt$=d cos##"!$ (red circles)
[10], with the theoretical predictions d#Rth ! Rpt$=d cos##"!$ (blue squares), evaluated using the lattice form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17). The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the contributions d#RSD" " RINT"$=d cos##"!$ and d#RSD! "
RINT!$=d cos##"!$ respectively. The upper horizontal axis shows the maximum value of x! , xmax

! ##"!$, allowed by the value of the
angle #"! taking into account the kinematical cuts of the E787 experiment [see Eq. (56)].

FIG. 3. Results for the pt, SD", SD!, INT" and INT! contributions to the differential branching ratio (57) as a function of the emission
angle #e! for the decay process Ke2! , calculated using the lattice form factors of Ref. [8], given in Eqs. (13)–(17), with the kinematical
cuts x! > 0.2 (E! > 49 MeV) and xe > 0.93 (Ee > 230 MeV).
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forthcoming results from NA62 experiment on K → eνeγ

Eγ > 49 MeV

Ee > 230 MeV

kinematical cuts indicative 
for minimal background 
contamination from pt and 
from Ke3 decays

opportunity for an accurate determination of   in a wide range of values of  (in particular for )F+(xγ) xγ xγ → 1*



ISTRA+ and OKA experiments K → μνμγ [PLB ’11 and EPJC ’19]

with

!!0"!!e2"
!!0"!!"2"

# m2
e

m2
"

!1 ! r2e"2

!1 ! r2""2
" 1.2834 ! 10!4 !67"

and re # me=m! and r" # m"=m! .
The constraint on the electron energies Ee > Ei

e implies
xe > ximin, where

ximin !
2Ei

e

m!
! r2e; !68"

while, using momentum conservation, the constraint
#e$ > #cut # 40° implies xe > x! for x$ # 1 ! re, where

x! # 2

a
$b !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
b2 ! ac

p
% ! r2e !69"

and a, b and c are given by Eqs. (61)–(63) (replacing r"
with re). In the region 1 ! re < x$ # 1 ! r2e the constraint
#e$ > #cut # 40° is always satisfied.
The contributions $dRpt;SD;INT

1 =dx$%Ee>Ei
e;#e$>40° are given

by Eqs. (48)–(50), with mK , fK now replaced by m!, f! ,
and with x0 equal to

x0 # max
"
ximin; x!; 1 ! x$ & r2e

x$
1 ! x$

#
for x$ # 1 ! re;

# max
"
ximin; 1 ! x$ & r2e

x$
1 ! x$

#
for x$ > 1 ! re:

!70"

Using the form factors (13) with the parameters given
in Eqs. (14) and (16), the INT contribution "RINT;i is
negligible in all the kinematical regions and the SD term
"RSD;i is dominant only in region A, while in the other
kinematical regions the pt term "Rpt;i dominates.
Therefore, in order to better highlight the SD contribution
we subtract from the experimental data the pt contribution,
which is a purely kinematical effect and does not introduce
any uncertainty. The values of "Rpt;i, of our nonperturba-
tive predictions for "Rth;i ! "Rpt;i and of the subtracted
experimental value "Rexp;i ! "Rpt;i are collected in
Table IX and shown in Fig. 5. In Table IX the last column
shows the ChPT predictions at orderO!e2p4", based on the
vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53)
with m!=f! # 139.6 MeV=130.4 MeV.
It can be seen that in the kinematical regions A and B the

agreement between theory and experiment is good, while for
the kinematical regions C and O, where the ChPT pre-
dictions at order O!e2p4" also differ significantly from the
measurements, a tension occurs at a level of about 2.2 and
4.1 standard deviations respectively.5 Since the kinematical
regions defined by the PIBETA experiment largely overlap
with each other, the precise knowledge of the covariance
matrix is crucial for obtaining any reasonable estimate of
the global reduced %2-variable [see Eq. (52)]. Thus, in the

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental results from the ISTRA& [11] (left panel) and OKA [12] (right panel) collaborations with our
theoretical predictions. The predictions were evaluated using the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8], given in Eqs. (13)–(17), for the
kinematical strips selected by the two experiments on K"2$ decays. The green diamonds correspond to the prediction of ChPT at order
O!e2p4", based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53). Note the different scales of the vertical axes in the two panels.

5A tension of about 2.8 standard deviations is also present
between our predictions and the older experimental data
from ISTRA Collaboration [25]. There the kinematical cuts
E$ > 21 MeV and Ee > !70 ! 0.8E$" MeV were applied, which
implies that #e$ > 60°.
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kinematical cuts in the muon-photon angle  and in the muon energy  specific for each bin in  in order to enhance the 
sensitivity to the INT contribution proportional to 

θμγ Eμ xγ
F−(xγ) = FV(xγ) − FA(xγ)

*

discrepancies at large photon energies ( ):     for ISTRA+ and OKAxγ ≳ 0.5 χ2/(d . o . f.) ≃ 3.9 and 3.4*



PIBETA experiment π → eνeγ [PRL ’09]

ΔRexp,i =
1

Γπe[γ] ∫
Emax

γ

Ei
γ

dEγ ∫
Emax

e

Ei
e

[
d2Γ(Ke2γ)
dEγdEe ]

θeγ>40o

four regions : Ei
γ = {50, 50, 10, 10} MeV

Emax
γ ≃ 70 MeV

Ei
e = {50, 10, 50, me} MeV

absence of the experimental covariance matrix we do not
provide any estimate of !2red for the PIBETA experiment.
Possible contributions in the PIBETA kinematics arising

from tensor interactions beyond the SM have been dis-
cussed in the literature (see e.g., Refs. [16,26] and
references therein). In Ref. [17] the impact of O!e2p6"
terms was estimated using also the large Nc expansion
within ChPT and found to be at the level of about 15% on
the axial form factor. Such a contribution led to a better
agreement with the PIBETA data and to the conclusion that
the addition of tensor interactions was not needed. Our
lattice results for the kinematical region C and possibly also
for the kinematical region O might open again the issue of
the role of possible flavor-changing interactions beyond the
V ! A theory in radiative pion decays.

VII. SM FIT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The results obtained in the previous sections naturally
raise the issue of whether the vector and axial form factors

can be modified in such a way as to significantly reduce the
discrepancies with all the experimental data while staying
within the SM. To this end the KLOE, E787, ISTRA# and
OKA data can be fitted simultaneously since they concern
kaon decays, while only the PIBETA experiment measures
the pion decay rates. We stress that the discussion in this
section assumes the validity of the SM in general, and
lepton-flavor universality in particular, allowing us to
combine data from kaon decays into electrons and muons.
For radiative kaon decays we observe that:
(i) the KLOE data include values of x" in the range from

approximately 0.04 to about 1.0. At large values of
x" the data are mainly governed by the form factor
F#!x"", while at lower values of x" the data are also
moderately sensitive to the form factor F!!x"";

(ii) the E787 data cover a range of values of x" from
approximately 0.36 to about 0.96. They are sensitive
to the form factor F#!x"" at large values of x" and to
a lesser extent also to the form factor F!!x"" at lower
values of x";

FIG. 5. Comparison of the PIBETA experimental data [13] with the pt contribution subtracted, (!Rexp;i ! !Rpt;i) (red circles), with
the theoretical predictions (!Rth;i ! !Rpt;i) (blue squares), evaluated with the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17), for the four kinematical regions adopted in the PIBETA experiment on ## ! e#$" decays. The green diamonds
correspond to the prediction of ChPT at order O!e2p4", based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53).

TABLE IX. Values of the PIBETA experimental results !Rexp;i [13], of the pt contribution !Rpt;i, of the quantity (!Rexp;i ! !Rpt;i)
and of the theoretical predictions !RSD;i and (!Rth;i ! !Rpt;i), evaluated with the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17), corresponding to the four kinematical regions adopted in the PIBETA experiment on ## ! e#$" decays. Energies and
branching ratios are given in units of MeVand 10!8, respectively. In the kinematical region A the constraint %e" > 40° is automatically
satisfied [13]. The last column shows the prediction of ChPT at order O!e2p4", based on the vector and axial form factors given in
Eq. (53).

Region E" Ee %e" !Rexp;i !Rpt;i !!Rexp;i ! !Rpt;i" !RSD;i !!Rth;i ! !Rpt;i" ChPT

A > 50 > 50 > 40° 2.614$ 0.021 0.385 2.229$ 0.021 1.94$ 0.40 1.93$ 0.40 2.97$ 0.82
B > 50 > 10 > 40° 14.46$ 0.22 11.66 2.80$ 0.22 3.01$ 0.54 2.93$ 0.54 4.43$ 0.92
C > 10 > 50 > 40° 37.69$ 0.46 35.08 2.61$ 0.46 5.07$ 1.03 5.07$ 1.04 7.75$ 2.07
O > 10 > me > 40° 73.86$ 0.54 72.26 1.60$ 0.54 6.87$ 1.26 6.70$ 1.26 10.13$ 2.11
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after subtraction of the pt contribution

i = A, B, C, O

ΔRINT,i : negligible

the cuts are basically more and more inclusive  
as one moves from A to O 

ΔRSD,i increases from A to O

remarkable discrepancy  
in the most inclusive region O

BSM: possible tensor interactions ?



Global SM fit of KLOE, E787, ISTRA+ and OKA data on K → μ(e) νμ(e) γ

(iii) the ISTRA! and OKA data include values of x! in
the range 0.05! x! ! 0.60 and they are sensitive to
the form factor F!"x!# at large values of x!.

In fitting the kaon data we adopt a simple linear para-
metrization of the form factors F$"x!#, suggested by our
lattice results, namely

F$"x!# % C̃$ ! D̃$x!; "71#

where the four quantities C̃$ and D̃$ are now treated as free
parameters.
A total of 51 experimental data points (5 points from

KLOE, 25 points from E787, 11 points from ISTRA! and

10 points from OKA) are then fitted using the form factors
(71) adopting a standard "2-minimization procedure with a
bootstrap sample of 5000 events generated to propagate the
uncertainties of the experimental data and giving the same
weight to each of the four experiments. We remind the
reader that for the various kaon experiments the correlation
matrices of the data are not available. Therefore, in our
fitting procedure the experimental data are treated as
uncorrelated. The quality of the best fit is poor: the optimal
value of "2="no: of points# is equal to 1.3,5.3,3.1 and 2.2
for the KLOE, E787, ISTRA! and OKA data, respectively.
The comparison of the results of the global SM fit with all
the experimental data is shown in Fig. 6. The largest tension

FIG. 6. Results of the global SM fit (black diamonds) applied to the KLOE [9], E787 [10], ISTRA! [11] and OKA [12] data (red
circles) adopting the linear parametrization (71) for the form factors F!"x!# and F!"x!#. The blue squares represent the theoretical SM
predictions evaluated with the lattice form factors determined in Ref. [8].
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(iii) the ISTRA! and OKA data include values of x! in
the range 0.05! x! ! 0.60 and they are sensitive to
the form factor F!"x!# at large values of x!.

In fitting the kaon data we adopt a simple linear para-
metrization of the form factors F$"x!#, suggested by our
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F$"x!# % C̃$ ! D̃$x!; "71#
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10 points from OKA) are then fitted using the form factors
(71) adopting a standard "2-minimization procedure with a
bootstrap sample of 5000 events generated to propagate the
uncertainties of the experimental data and giving the same
weight to each of the four experiments. We remind the
reader that for the various kaon experiments the correlation
matrices of the data are not available. Therefore, in our
fitting procedure the experimental data are treated as
uncorrelated. The quality of the best fit is poor: the optimal
value of "2="no: of points# is equal to 1.3,5.3,3.1 and 2.2
for the KLOE, E787, ISTRA! and OKA data, respectively.
The comparison of the results of the global SM fit with all
the experimental data is shown in Fig. 6. The largest tension

FIG. 6. Results of the global SM fit (black diamonds) applied to the KLOE [9], E787 [10], ISTRA! [11] and OKA [12] data (red
circles) adopting the linear parametrization (71) for the form factors F!"x!# and F!"x!#. The blue squares represent the theoretical SM
predictions evaluated with the lattice form factors determined in Ref. [8].
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linear fit : F±(xγ) = C± + D± xγ

occurs for the E787 data and is a consequence of the
simultaneous presence of the KLOE data, as will be
explained below.
The values found for the four parameters appearing in

Eq. (71) are determined to be

C̃! " 0.134# 0.012; D̃! " !0.002# 0.019; $72%

C̃! " 0.157# 0.049; D̃! " !0.003# 0.102; $73%

while for comparison the values of the same parameters
corresponding to the lattice form factors (15) and (17) are

C! " 0.161# 0.013; D! " !0.025# 0.011; $74%

C! " 0.087# 0.013; D! " !0.023# 0.014: $75%

The corresponding correlation matrices are presented in
Tables X and XI.
Note that the dependence on the form factor F!$x!%

in the global fit to all the data is dominated by the SD!

term and hence by jF!$x!%j. We are therefore unable to
determine the sign of C̃! from the global fit alone. Given
that both our lattice results and ChPT yield a positive value
of C!, we have started our minimization procedure with a
positive value and subsequently always obtained positive
final values of C̃! for all the bootstrap events.
In Fig. 7 the “optimal” form factors [obtained from

Eqs. (72) and (73)] are compared to our lattice form factors
[obtained from Eqs. (74) and (75)] and to the corresponding
predictions of ChPT at order O$e2p4% given by Eq. (53).
While the discrepancy for the form factor F!$x!% is
relatively mild, for F!$x!% there is a discrepancy of a
factor of approximately 2 with the lattice results and even
more with the O$e2p4% ChPT predictions. We have also
explicitly checked that similar qualitative conclusions hold
if different parametrizations of the x! dependence of the
form factors F#$x!% to that in Eq. (71) are adopted.
The difficulty in performing a global fit within the SM

is partly due to the inconsistent results in the form
factor F!$x!% from the KLOE and E787 experiments, as

TABLE X. Correlation matrix for the parameters C̃!, C̃!, D̃!
and D̃! [see Eqs. (72) and (73)] of the linear parametrization (71)
adopted for the SM fit of the KLOE, E787, ISTRA! and OKA
data.

C̃! C̃! D̃! D̃!

C̃! 1.0 !0.393 !0.975 0.337
C̃! !0.393 1.0 0.379 !0.962
D̃! !0.975 0.379 1.0 !0.331
D̃! 0.337 !0.962 !0.331 1.0

TABLE XI. Correlation matrix for the parameters C!, C!, D!
and D! [see Eqs. (74) and (75)] of the linear parametrization of
the lattice form factors F!$x!% and F!$x!% determined in Ref. [8].

C! C! D! D!

C! 1.0 0.087 !0.703 !0.118
C! 0.087 1.0 !0.196 !0.693
D! !0.703 !0.196 1.0 0.297
D! !0.118 !0.693 0.297 1.0

FIG. 7. Comparison of the form factors F!$x!% (left panel) and F!$x!% (right panel), given in Eq. (71), obtained by the simultaneous fit
of the KLOE [9], E787 [10], ISTRA! [11] and OKA [12] experimental data corresponding to Eqs. (72) and (73), with our lattice results
from Ref. [8] corresponding to Eqs. (74) and (75) and with the ChPT predictions at order O$e2p4% given by Eq. (53). All the shaded
areas represent uncertainties at the level of 1 standard deviation.
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C+ = 0.134 (12)

D+ = − 0.002 (19)

C− = 0.157 (49)

D− = − 0.003 (102)

+ correlations

[arXiv: 2012.02120]

χ2 /(d . o . f.) ≃ 5.3

χ2 /(d . o . f.) ≃ 1.3 χ2 /(d . o . f.) ≃ 3.1 χ2 /(d . o . f.) ≃ 2.2

reasonable agreement with our  F+(xγ)

striking differences with our F−(xγ)

*

*

(d.o.f. = 51 - 4)

tension between KLOE  and 
E787 data  at large 

(ℓ = e)
(ℓ = μ) xγ
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ACK’s:

first-time comparison of lattice QCD+QED predictions with data on  from KLOE, on  from E787, ISTRA+ 
and OKA, on  from PIBETA experiments

K → eνeγ K → μνμγ
π → eνeγ

kaon: good agreement with KLOE data , while a  discrepancy for  is visible at large  with E787 data (ℓ = e) ∼ 2σ F+(xγ) xγ (ℓ = μ)

NA62 is expected to provide 
accurate results for  

from 

F+(xγ)
K → eνeγ

*

*
kaon: tension for  at large   with ISTRA+ and OKA dataF−(xγ) xγ

pion: discrepancies in some kinematical regions of the PIBETA experiment

*
*

global SM fit of kaon data from KLOE, E787, ISTRA+ and OKA:

need of improvements in the determination of 
the structure-dependent form factors from both 
experiment and theory

* tension between KLOE and E787 at large xγ

striking differences with our  at large F−(xγ) xγ

-
-

if confirmed, possible issues with flavor changing interactions beyond the 
SM V-A coupling and/or non-universal corrections to lepton couplings
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(iv) !"FVE is the difference between the analyses of the
data corresponding to the FVE subtractions up to the
order O!1=L" alone or by also subtracting the term
proportional to bpt2 =!MPL"2 (see Fig. 9 and the
discussion toward the end of Sec. V).

(v) !"disc is the uncertainty coming from including
(D ! 0) or excluding (setting D # 0) the discretiza-
tion term proportional to a2 in Eq. (98).

(vi) !"qQED is our estimate of the uncertainty of the QED
quenching. This is obtained using the ansatz (98)
with the coefficient R! of the chiral log fixed either
at the value (100), which corresponds to the qQED

approximation, or at the value (99), which includes
the effects of the up, down, and strange sea-quark
charges [40]. The change both in "Rphys

# and in
"Rphys

K is "0.0003, which has been already added in
the central values given by Eqs. (101) and (102). To
be conservative, we use twice this value for our
estimate of the qQED uncertainty.

Our results in Eqs. (101) and (102) can be compared with
the ChPT predictions "Rphys

# # 0.0176!21" and "Rphys
K #

0.0064!24" obtained in Ref. [25] and adopted by the PDG
[20,26]. The difference is within 1 standard deviation for
"Rphys

# , while it is larger for "Rphys
K . Note that the precision

FIG. 10. Results for the corrections "R# (top panel) and "RK (bottom panel) obtained after the subtraction of the “universal” FSE
terms up to order O!1=L" in Eq. (95) (empty markers). The full markers correspond to the lattice data corrected by the residual FSEs
obtained in the case of the fitting function (98) including the chiral log. The dashed lines are the (central) results in the infinite volume
limit at each value of the lattice spacing, while the shaded areas identify the results in the continuum limit at the level of 1 standard
deviation. The crosses represent the values "Rphys

# and "Rphys
K extrapolated at the physical point mphys

ud !MS; 2 GeV" # 3.70!17" MeV
[28]. The blue dotted lines correspond to the values "Rphys

# # 0.0176!21" and "Rphys
K # 0.0064!24", obtained using ChPT [25] and

adopted by the PDG [26].
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A more detailed description of the full analysis, includ-
ing the continuum and chiral extrapolations, is given in the
following section. As far as the FVEs are concerned, the
central value is obtained by subtracting the universal terms
and fitting the residual O!1=L2" corrections to

KP

!MPL"2
# Kl

P

!El
PL"2

; !97"

where KP and Kl
P are constant fitting parameters and El

P is
the energy of the charged lepton in the rest frame of the
pseudoscalar P [see Eq. (98) below]. Such an ansatz is
introduced to model the unknown dependence of b2 on the
ratio ml=MP. For the four points in each of the plots of
Fig. 9, ml=MP takes the same value, but this is not true for
all the ensembles used in the analysis. We estimate the
uncertainty due to the use of the ansatz in Eq. (97) by
repeating the same analysis, but on the data in which, in
addition to subtracting the universal terms in Eq. (95), we
also subtract the term bpt2 =!MPL"2, where bpt2 is contribu-
tion to b2 from a pointlike meson [39]. Since bpt2 depends
on ml=MP, the result obtained with this additional sub-
traction is a little different from that obtained with only the
universal terms removed and we take the difference as an
estimate of the residual FV uncertainty.

VI. RESULTS FOR CHARGED PION AND KAON
DECAYS INTO MUONS

We now insert the various ingredients described in the
previous sections into the master formula in Eq. (29) for the
decays !# ! "##$$% and K# ! "##$$%.
The results for the corrections %R! and %RK are shown in

Fig. 10, where the “universal” FSEs up to order O!1=L"
have been subtracted from the lattice data (see the empty
symbols) and all photon energies [i.e., !E$ & !Emax;P

$ &
MP!1 !m2

"=M2
P"=2] are included, since the experimental

data on !l2 and Kl2 decays are fully inclusive. As already
pointed out in Sec. I, structure-dependent contributions to
real photon emission should be included. According to the
ChPT predictions of Ref. [17], however, these contributions
are negligible in for both kaon and pion decays into muons,
while the same does not hold as well for decays into final-
state electrons (see Ref. [11]). This important conclusion
needs to be explicitly validated by an ongoing dedicated
lattice study of the real photon emission amplitudes in light
and heavy P-meson leptonic decays.
The combined chiral, continuum, and infinite-volume

extrapolations are performed using the following SU(2)-
inspired fitting function:

%RP & R!0"
P # R!&"

P log!mud" # R!1"
P mud # R!2"

P m2
ud #DPa2

# KP

M2
PL

2
# Kl

P

!El
P"2L2

# %"pt!!Emax;P
$ "; !98"

where mud & "ud=ZP and "ud is the bare (twisted) mass
(see Table II in Appendix A below), El

P is the lepton energy
in the P-meson rest frame, R!0";!1";!2"

P , DP, KP and Kl
P are

free parameters. In Eq. (98), the chiral coefficient R!&"
P is

known for both pion and kaon decays from Ref. [40]; in
QED the coefficients are

R!&"
! & 'em

4!
!3 ! 2X"; R!&"

K & ! 'em
4!

X; !99"

while in qQED they are

R!&"
! & 'em

4!

!
3 !

10

9
X
"
; R!&"

K & !
'em
4!

8

9
X; !100"

where X is obtained from the chiral limit of the O!'em"
correction to M2

!' [i.e., %M2
!' & 4!'emXf20 #O!mud"%. In

Ref. [8], we found X & 0.658!40".
Using Eq. (98), we have fitted the data for %R! and %RK

using a &2-minimization procedure with an uncorrelated &2,
obtaining values of &2=d:o:f: always around 0.9. The
uncertainties on the fitting parameters do not depend on
the &2 value, because they are obtained using the bootstrap
samplings of Ref. [28] (see Appendix A). This guarantees
that all the correlations among the data points and among
the fitting parameters are properly taken into account.
The quality of our fits is illustrated in Fig. 10. It can be

seen that the residual SD FVEs are still visible in the data
and well reproduced by our fitting ansatz in Eq. (98).
Discretization effects, on the other hand, only play a minor
role.
At the physical pion mass in the continuum and infinite-

volume limits, we obtain

%Rphys
! & #0.0153!16"stat#fit!4"input!3"chiral

! !6"FVE!2"disc!6"qQED
& #0.0153!19"; !101"

%Rphys
K & #0.0024!6"stat#fit!3"input!1"chiral!3"FVE!2"disc

! !6"qQED
& #0.0024!10"; !102"

where
(i) !"stat#fit indicates the uncertainty induced by the

statistical Monte Carlo errors of the simulations and
its propagation in the fitting procedure.

(ii) !"input is the error coming from the uncertainties of
the input parameters of the quark-mass analysis
of Ref. [28].

(iii) !"chiral is the difference between including and
excluding the chiral logarithm in Eq. (98), i.e.,
taking R& " 0 or R& & 0.
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of our determination of !Rphys
" is comparable to the one

obtained in ChPT, while our determination of !Rphys
K has a

much better accuracy compared to that obtained using
ChPT; the improvement in precision is a factor of about 2.2.
We stress that the level of precision of our pion and kaon
results depends crucially on the nonperturbative determi-
nation of the chirality mixing, carried out in Sec. IV by
including simultaneously QED at first order and QCD at all
orders.
As already stressed, the correction !RP and the QCD

quantity f!0"P separately depend on the prescription used for
the separation between QED and QCD corrections [27].
Only the product f!0"P

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1# !RP

p
is independent of the

prescription and its value, multiplied by the relevant
CKM matrix element, yields the P-meson decay rate.
We remind the reader that our results (101) and (102)
are given in the GRS prescription (see the dedicated
discussion in Secs. II B and III) in which the renormalized
couplings and quark masses in the full theory and in
isosymmetric QCD coincide in the MS scheme at a scale of
2 GeV [19]. We remind the reader that, to the current level
of precision, this GRS scheme can be considered equivalent
to the FLAG scheme.
Taking the experimental values !!"! ! #!$̄#$%%" &

3.8408!7" ! 107 s!1 and !!K! ! #!$̄#$%%" & 5.134!11" !
107 s!1 from the PDG [20] and using our results (101) and
(102), we obtain

f!0"" jVudj & 127.28!2"exp!12"th MeV & 127.28!12" MeV;

!103"

f!0"K jVusj & 35.23!4"exp!2"th MeV & 35.23!5" MeV;

!104"

where the first error is the experimental uncertainty and the
second is that from our theoretical calculations. The result
for the pion in Eq. (103) agrees within the errors with the
updated value f!0"" jVudj & 127.12!13" MeV [20], obtained
by the PDG and based on the model-dependent ChPT
estimate of the e.m. corrections from Ref. [25]. Our result
for the kaon in Eq. (104), however, is larger than the
corresponding PDG value f!0"K jVusj & 35.09!5" MeV [20],
based on the ChPT calculation of Ref. [25], by about 2
standard deviations.
As anticipated in Sec. I and discussed in detail in Sec. III,

we cannot use the result (103) to determine the CKM
matrix element jVudj, since the pion decay constant was
used by ETMC [28] to set the lattice scale in isosymmetric
QCD and its value, f!0"" & 130.41!20" MeV, was based on
the determination of jVudj obtained from super-allowed &
decays in Ref. [42]. On the other hand, adopting the best
lattice determination of the QCD kaon decay constant,

f!0"K & 156.11!21" MeV [3,43–45],7 we find that Eq. (104)
implies

jVusj & 0.22567!26"exp!33"th & 0.22567!42"; !105"

which is a result with the excellent precision of "0.2%.
Since the nonfactorizable e.m. corrections to the mass

RC (see the coefficient Zfact
m in Table I) were not included in

Ref. [2], we update our estimate of the ratio of the kaon and
pion decay rates,

!Rphys
K" & !Rphys

K ! !Rphys
" & !0.0126!14": !106"

Using the pion and kaon experimental decay rates, we get

jVusj
jVudj

f!0"K

f!0""

& 0.27683!29"exp!20"th & 0.27683!35": !107"

Using the best Nf & 2# 1# 1 lattice determination of the
ratio of the QCD kaon and pion decay constants,
f!0"K =f!0"" & 1.1966!18" [3,43–45], we find

jVusj
jVudj

& 0.23135!24"exp!39"th & 0.23135!46": !108"

Taking the updated value jVudj & 0.97420!21" from super-
allowed nuclear beta decays [21], Eq. (108) yields the
following value for the CKM element jVusj:

jVusj & 0.22538!24"exp!39"th & 0.22538!46"; !109"

which agrees with our result (105) within the errors. Note
that our result (109) agrees with the latest estimate
jVusj & 0.2253!7", recently updated by the PDG [20],
but it improves the error by a factor of approximately 1.5.
Taking the values jVubj & 0.00413!49" [20] and jVudj &

0.97420!21" [21], our result in Eq. (109) implies that the
unitarity of the first row of the CKM matrix is confirmed to
better than the per-mille level,

jVudj2 # jVusj2 # jVubj2 & 0.99988!46": !110"

With the same value jVudj & 0.97420!21" from super-
allowed nuclear beta decays [21], our result (103) implies
for the QCD pion decay constant (in the GRS prescription)
the following value:

7The average value of fK' quoted by FLAG [3] includes the
strong IB corrections. In order to obtain f!0"K therefore, we
have subtracted this correction which is given explicitly in
Refs. [43–45].
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Γ(PS+ → ℓ+νℓ[γ]) =
G2

F

8π
|Vq1q2

|2 m2
ℓ (1 −

m2
ℓ

m2
PS+ ) MPS+ f 2

PS Sew (1+δRPS)

ETMC gauge configurations



real photon emission on the lattice [PRD ’21 arXiv:2006.05358]

Cαr(t; ⃗k , ⃗p ) = − iϵr
μ(k)∫ d4yd3x etyEγ−i ⃗k ⋅ ⃗y +i ⃗p ⋅ ⃗x < 0 |T [jα

W(t) jμ
em(y) PS(0, ⃗x )] |0 >

interpolating PS field at tx=0weak current at t em currentEγ = | ⃗k |photon  
momentum

meson  
momentum

analytic continuation OK: intermediate states heavier than the external one  m2
PS + | ⃗p − ⃗k |2 + | ⃗k | > EPS = m2

PS + | ⃗p |2 for | ⃗k | ≠ 0

limt→∞
2EPS

e−t(EPS−Eγ) < 0 |PS(0) |PS( ⃗p ) >
Cαr(t; ⃗k , ⃗p ) = ϵr

μ(k) Hαμ
W (k, p)

care should be taken in the axial case: possible IR divergent discretization  
effects due to the subtraction of the pt contribution

matrix element ∝ xγFA(xγ) + 2
fPS

mPS
O ( a2

xγ ) in FA(xγ)

subtraction of the matrix element at xγ = 0

values of x! . For this reason, even if one has data at different
values of the lattice spacing, it is particularly difficult to
extract the continuum form factor FA!x!" from Fsub

A !x!",
especially at small x! and for heavy mesons. This is
illustrated by the intermediate (red) points in Fig. 5 which
were obtained by fitting and subtracting the O!a2=x!"
artifacts. The divergence at small x! is reduced but the
relative statistical uncertainties are increased.
We now present an alternative strategy that avoids this

problem. In Appendix C, we show that the correlation
function C"r

A !t; k; p" has a smooth behavior as a function of
k and that from C"r

A !t; 0; p" it is possible to extract directly
Hir

A !0; p" # #ri fP [see Eq. (20)]. We can then construct the
quantity

R̄A!t" # e!tE!

P
r#1;2

P
j#1;2

Cjr
A !t;T=2;k;p"

#rj
P

r#1;2
P

j#1;2
Cjr
A !t;T=2;0;p"

#rj

! 1 !26"

that, by construction, vanishes identically at x! # 0. Up to
statistical uncertainties, each term in the sums in the
numerator and denominator of Eq. (26) is independent
of the indices j, r. For the study of the constraints imposed
by the electromagnetic Ward identity, it is helpful to view
the right-hand side as Hjr

A !k; p"=H
jr
A !0; p" ! 1 (which is

also independent of j, r). From the improved estimator
R̄A!t", we can extract the structure-dependent form factor
FA using

2fP
mPx!

R̄A!t" ! FNPsub
A !x!" # FA!x!" $O!a2"; !27"

a quantity that we also show in Fig. 5 and that, in contrast to
Fsub
A , does not show any divergent behavior at small x! . The

reduction of the uncertainty on FA!x!" using R̄A!t", with
respect to a fit to the right-hand side of Eq. (25), as shown
in Fig. 5, is impressive, particularly at small x! and also for
heavy mesons where there are discretization effects of
O!a2m2

D!s"
". In the following, we will only present results

obtained with this method.
The knowledge of Cjr

A !t; T=2; 0; p" allows us also to
define an alternative estimator for the form factor FV!x!",
namely,

R̄V!t"#fPmP

!P
r#1;2

P
j#1;2

Cjr
V !t;T=2;k;p"!C

jr
V !t;T=2;0;p"

i!E!!r!p!E!r!k"j e!tE!

"

!P
r#1;2

P
j#1;2

Cjr
A !t;T=2;0;p"

#rj

"

!FV!x!"; !28"

that we find has reduced statistical errors compared to
RV!t". Note that because of parity symmetry the correlation

FIG. 5. Study of FA for the Ds meson. The upper (blue) points
show Fsub

A !x!" obtained from Eq. (25). The divergence at small x!
is reduced by fitting and subtracting the O!a2=x!" artifacts, at the
price of increased uncertainties at small x!; these are the
intermediate (red) points. The most accurate results are given
by FNPsub

A , obtained by the nonperturbative subtraction of these
artifacts as in Eq. (27) and are shown by the lower (black) points.
The data are obtained using the ensemble B55.32 of Ref. [15].

FIG. 4. The blue circles represent FA!x!" $ 2fP=!mPx!", extracted directly from RA!t", as a function of x! for the K meson (left) and
for the Ds meson (right). The red squares represent the pointlike contribution given by 2fP=!mPx!". The data are taken from the
ensemble D15.48 of Ref. [15].
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no IR divergent  
contribution in FA 



functionCjr
V !t; T=2; 0; p" # 0, but this is only approximately

true when it is estimated using a finite statistical sample.
We find that taking the difference Cjr

V !t; T=2; k; p" !
Cjr
V !t; T=2; 0; p" in the numerator of Eq. (28) results in a

significant reduction of the statistical uncertainty for physical
values of x! [see Eq. (7)].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The results presented in this paper were obtained using
the ETMC gauge ensembles with Nf # 2$ 1$ 1 dynami-
cal quarks at three different values of the lattice spacing,
a # 0.0885!36"; 0.0815!30", and 0.0619(18) fm, with
meson masses in the range 220–2110 MeV. Details about
these ensembles are given in Table II of Ref. [15]; see also
Table I in Appendix D. In total, we have included 125
different combinations of momenta obtained by assigning
to each of the "i#0;t;s five different values; making the same
assignments for all choices of the quark masses. In the
figures below, we illustrate the quality and features of our
results by showing examples of plots for light and heavy
mesons. The plots used for illustration correspond to
unphysical values of the MS renormalized light-quark
mass,mud!2 GeV" # 11.7 MeV. The correspondingmeson
masses are mDs

# 2027!3" MeV, mD # 1929!6" MeV,
mK # 530!2" MeV, and m# # 228!2" MeV. Similar plots
can be shown for other values of the simulation parameters.
The scale setting is taken from Ref. [19], where

the continuum value of r0 [27] was obtained imposing
mexp

# # m#0 # 134.98 MeV and fexp# # 130.41!20" MeV.
The values of the strange and charm quark masses,
obtained by extrapolating the kaon and D meson masses

to the continuum and at the physical point in the
light-quark masses, are ms!2 GeV" # 99.6!4.3" MeV
and mc!2GeV"#1.176!39"GeV. In the following for
the renormalized quark mass, we shall use m # $=ZP,
where $ is the twisted mass of the given quark and ZP is the
renormalization constant of the pseudoscalar density in
the MS scheme, at 2 GeV, computed with method M2 [19].
The values of $ used in our simulation can also be found in
Tables I and II in Appendix D (see also Table II of
Ref. [15]). Renormalization of the corresponding axial-
vector and vector currents with twisted mass fermions gives
FA # ZVF0

A and FV # ZAF0
V , where F0

A and F0
V are the

unrenormalized quantities as explained in Eq. (B6), ZA has
been computed with method M2 and ZV with the WI [19].
In Table II of Appendix D, we give further details of our
simulation including the values of the angles "i#0;s;t used to
fix the hadron and photon momenta; see Eq. (16).
In Figs. 6 and 7, we show examples of plateaux for the

ratios R̄A;V!t", defined in Eqs. (26) and (28), respectively,
for K andDmesons. These figures are representative of the
signal quality also for other values of masses, momenta,
and lattice spacings. The values of all the form factors
discussed in the following have been extracted from the
plateaux obtained by using Eqs. (26) and (28). The time
interval used for the extraction has been chosen, for each of
the data ensembles and for each of the mesons, in such a
way as to observe a reasonable plateau for all values of
the meson/photon momenta. Regarding the quality
of the plateaux, we have performed an extensive study
of the dependence of the results on the time interval chosen
for the fits and the differences are included in the estimates
of the uncertainties on the extracted values of FA;V .

FIG. 6. Examples of fits to plateaux for the ratio R̄A!t" for the kaon (left) andDmeson (right) at larger (upper panels) or smaller (lower
panels) values of x! . The values obtained from the fits, together with their uncertainties, are indicated by the horizontal (red) bands.
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In order to extract the form factors FA;V at physical
values of the quark masses and in the continuum limit, we
have used a variety of fitting formulas for light and heavy
mesons as discussed below.

For pions and kaons, we have covered the full physical
range of x!, 0 ! x! ! 1 "m2

l=m
2
";K (indeed we even have

data for unphysical values corresponding to x! > 1).
For the pion, guided by ChPT, we fit to the formula

FA;V!x!" #
m"

f"

!"
c0 $ c00

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃0

a2

r20

#
$
"
c01

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃1

a2

r20

#
x!

$
: !29"

This is certainly not the most general formula to include
higher-order terms in ChPT; for example, it does not
contain chiral logarithms, but it is sufficiently simple
and adequate to describe the pion data. The two coefficients
c̃0 and c̃1 take into account possible mass-independent
discretization effects. c01 is multiplied by m2

" because it
arises in higher orders in ChPT. On the other hand, the
discretization term proportional to c̃1 is not multiplied by

the mass of the meson because at this order in a there is an
explicit violation of chiral invariance in the lattice fermion
Lagrangian.
When using the simpler expression in Eq. (29), we

exclude data at pion masses m" ! 350 MeV. Since in our
data we have pion masses up to about 500 MeV, we have
also performed fits in the full range by modifying Eq. (29)
to include higher-order terms as follows:

FA;V!x!" #
m"

f"

!"
c0 $ c00

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃0

a2

r20
$ !c00

m4
"

!4"f""4
$ !c̃0a2m2

"

#

$
"
c01

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃1

a2

r20
$ !c01

m4
"

!4"f""4
$ !c̃1a2m2

"

#
x!

$
: !30"

The higher-order coefficients !c00, !c̃0, c̃1, !c01, and !c̃1
have very little effect on the extrapolated results and for this
reason they are not well determined. Indeed, they only
contribute to a slight increase in the uncertainty in the value
of the pion form factors at x! # 0 and in the slope in x! .

Similarly, in the different fits that we performed, we also
added some of the possible lattice artifacts that break
Lorentz invariance, for example, those proportional to
a2jkj2 (in the frame where the meson is at rest), where k
is the momentum of the photon. We found that their effect

FIG. 7. Examples of fits to plateaux for the ratio R̄V!t" for the kaon (left) andDmeson (right) at larger (upper panels) or smaller (lower
panels) values of x! . The values obtained from the fits, together with their uncertainties, are indicated by the horizontal (red) bands.
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vector case axial caseplateaux

is very small and this was only taken into account in the
evaluation of the final uncertainties. Since SU!3" breaking
effects may be important, and we only have results obtained

at two values of the strange quark mass, for the kaon we
first interpolate the form factors to the physical kaon mass
and then fit them to the formula

FA;V!x!" #
mK

fK

!"
c0 $ c00

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃0

a2

r20

#
$
"
c1 $ c01

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃1

a2

r20

#
x!

$
; !31"

with pion masses m" < 350 MeV and

FA;V!x!" #
mK

fK

!"
c0 $ c00

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃0

a2

r20
$ !c00

m4
"

!4"f""4
$ !c̃0a2m2

"

#

$
"
c1 $ c01

m2
"

!4"f""2
$ c̃1

a2

r20
$ !c01

m4
"

!4"f""4
$ !c̃1a2m2

"

#
x!

$
!32"

in the full range of pion masses. Formulas (31) and (32) for
the kaon are equivalent to those in (29) and (30), respec-
tively, for the pion. The presence of the constant term c1 in
Eqs. (31) and (32) is a reflection of the fact that the strange
quark mass is fixed to its physical value. To simplify the
notation, we have used the same symbols for the coef-
ficients in Eqs. (29)–(32), but the reader should note that
their values are different in each case. We do not have
sufficient data to include terms proportional to m2

Km
2
"

or m4
" with logarithmic corrections in Eq. (32). In order

to show that the quark mass dependence is well described
by our Ansatz, in Fig. 8 we plot the dependence of the
pion’s FA!x! # 0.5" (left panel) and FV!x! # 0.5" (right
panel) on the light-quark masses (specifically on m"=f")
for different values of the lattice spacing. The results
are compared to the fit to the data obtained using the
expression in Eq. (30). Some interpolation of the data in x!
was needed to match the points and plot them as a function
of m"=f" only.
In Fig. 9, we present the values of the pion (left panels)

and kaon (right panels) form factors FA!x!" (upper panels)
and FV!x!" (lower panels) as a function of x! for the

configurations at a # 0.0619 fm. The plotted points with
error bars correspond to different values of the light-quark
mass at several values of x! . The points with large
uncertainties (#FA;V

! 0.01 for the kaon or #FA;V
! 0.008

for the pion) are shown with faint gray symbols. These
points are obtained for mesons with substantial nonzero
momenta p " 0. The results of our simulation are compared
to the lowest order in ChPT, given by

FA!x!" # const: # 8mP

fP
!Lr

9 $ Lr
10"

FV!x!" # const: # mP

4"2fP
; !33"

where P represents " or K and we take !Lr
9 $ Lr

10" #
0.0017 [28]; this is indicated by the horizontal red lines.
The blue lines and green bands are the results and
uncertainties of the fits, obtained using Eqs. (30) and
(32) after the extrapolation to physical quark masses and
to zero lattice spacing has been performed. In Fig. 10, we
show the value of the pion (left) and the kaon (right) form
factors FA!x!" (upper) and FV!x!" (lower) as a function of
x! , extrapolated to the continuum at the physical point,

FIG. 8. Dependence of FA!x!" (left panel) and FV!x!" (right panel) for the pion on the light-quark masses, specifically onm"=f" . The
letters A, B, and D refer to the sets of gauge field configurations at different lattice spacings listed in Table I of Appendix D.
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!
dRSD

1

dx!

"

pe>pe;min

! "em
4#

m2
K

2f2Kr
2
e"1 ! r2e#2

! ff̃$SD"x!; x0; 1#%F$"x!#&2

$ f̃!SD"x!; x0; 1#%F!"x!#&2g; "49#

!
dRINT

1

dx!

"

pe>pe;min

! !
"em
4#

2mK

fK"1 ! r2e#2

! %f̃$INT"x!; x0; 1#F$"x!#

$ f̃!INT"x!; x0; 1#F!"x!#& "50#

where x0 is given by

x0 !max
#
xmin; 1 ! x! $ x!

r2e
1 ! x!

$
: "51#

Using our form factors (13) with the parameters given
in Eqs. (15) and (17), the INT contributions !RINT;i turn
out to be totally negligible ("10!10), while the pt term
!Rpt;i only contributes significantly in the first bin
(10 MeV < E! < 50 MeV) where however, it is the dom-
inant contribution leading therefore to a precise prediction
for this bin. For the remaining 4 bins, i.e., for i > 1, our
theoretical predictions !Rth;i are largely dominated by the
SD term, !RSD;i, more precisely by the SD$ contribution
related to the square of the form factor F$"x!#. Our results
are collected in Table IV and shown in the left-hand plot in
Fig. 1 together with the experimental data !Rexp;i from

TABLE IV. Values of the KLOE experimental data !Rexp;i [9] and of the theoretical predictions !RSD;i and !Rth;i, evaluated with the
vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in Eqs. (13)–(17), tabulated in the 5 bins of the photon’s energy adopted by the KLOE
experiment on K ! e$! decays. The seventh column is the ratio between the experimental data and our theoretical predictions. In the
fourth column the first error is statistical and the second one is systematic. The last column shows the prediction of ChPT at order
O"e2p4#, based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53).

Bin E! (MeV) pe (MeV) !Rexp;i ! 106 !RSD;i ! 106 !Rth;i ! 106 exp =th ChPT

1 10–50 > 200 0.94' 0.30' 0.03 0.26' 0.04 1.25' 0.04 0.75' 0.24 1.13' 0.03
2 50–100 > 200 2.03' 0.22' 0.02 2.26' 0.30 2.28' 0.30 0.89' 0.15 1.44' 0.36
3 100–150 > 200 4.47' 0.30' 0.03 5.06' 0.67 5.07' 0.67 0.88' 0.13 3.50' 0.96
4 150–200 > 200 4.81' 0.37' 0.04 6.00' 0.78 6.00' 0.78 0.80' 0.12 4.46' 1.25
5 200–250 > 200 2.58' 0.26' 0.03 2.85' 0.38 2.85' 0.38 0.91' 0.15 2.25' 0.63
1–5 10–250 > 200 14.83' 0.66' 0.13 16.43' 2.12 17.43' 2.12 0.85' 0.11 12.79' 3.24

FIG. 1. Left panel: comparison of the KLOE experimental data !Rexp;i [9] (red circles) with the theoretical predictions !Rth;i, (blue
squares) evaluated with the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in Eqs. (13)–(17), for the 5 bins (see Table IV). The green
diamonds correspond to the prediction of ChPT at order O"e2p4#, based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53). Right
panel: comparison of the form-factor F$"x!# extracted by the KLOE collaboration in Ref. [9] and the theoretical prediction from
Eqs. (13)–(17). The shaded areas represent uncertainties at the level of 1 standard deviation.
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and our nonperturbative results (and also those obtained
using ChPT). For the global reduced !2-variable [see
Eq. (52)] we find !2red ! 3.9 and !3.4 for the ISTRA!
and OKA experiments respectively. Thus, improved deter-
minations of the form factor F""x"# are required from both
experiment and theory in order to consolidate or eliminate
the discrepancies.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL
DATA FROM THE PIBETA COLLABORATION

In Ref. [13] the PIBETA Collaboration has investigated
the radiative pion decay into electrons #e2" and has
measured the following branching ratios

!Rexp;i ! 1

""# ! $%$"%#

Z
Emax
"

Ei
"

dE"

!
Z

Emax
e

Ei
e

dEe

!
d2""#! ! e!%"#

dE"dEe

"

&e">40°
"64#

integrated in four different kinematical regions of photon
and electron energies with the constraint &e" > 40°. The

kinematical regions are labeled as i & A, B, C, O and the
values of the minimum photon and electron energies are,
respectively, Ei

" & f50; 50; 10; 10g MeV and Ei
e & f50;

10; 50; meg MeV. The maximum photon and electron
energies are Emax

" ! Emax
e !m#=2 ! 70 MeV. The region

O is a combination of the other three regions supplemented
with extrapolations based on Monte Carlo simulations [13].
As was the case for Ke2" decays in Eq. (44), at order

O"'em# the theoretical prediction for each bin for #e2" decays,
!Rth;i, can be decomposed into the sum of three terms

!Rth;i & !Rpt;i ! !RSD;i ! !RINT;i; "65#

where in this case

!Rpt"SD;INT#;i

& ""0#"# ! e%#
""0#"# ! $%#

Z
1"r2e

2Ei
"=m#

dx"

!
dRpt"SD;INT#

1

dx"

"

Ee>Ei
e;&e">40°

"66#

TABLE VIII. Values of Nexp=Npt (see text) for the ISTRA!
[11] (left panel) and OKA experiments [12] (right panel),
compared to our theoretical predictions Nth=Npt, evaluated
using the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17), for the kinematical strips selected by the two
experiments (see Tables VI and VII). The fourth columns
correspond to the predictions of ChPT at order O"e2p4#, based
on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53).

Strip Nexp=Npt Nth=Npt ChPT

01 0.922(65) 1.0001(1) 1.0002(1)
02 0.983(33) 1.0001(2) 1.0004(4)
03 1.001(22) 0.9996(4) 1.0005(8)
04 0.982(23) 0.9983(7) 1.0002(14)
05 0.982(21) 0.9956(11) 0.9994(23)
06 0.974(24) 0.9922(17) 0.9981(36)
07 0.922(25) 0.9873(25) 0.9963(54)
08 0.890(27) 0.9816(35) 0.9942(77)
09 0.924(34) 0.9718(47) 0.9895(104)
10 0.853(46) 0.9591(62) 0.9830(137)
11 0.625(79) 0.9436(81) 0.9747(176)

Strip Nexp=Npt Nth=Npt ChPT

01 0.972(18) 1.0000(2) 1.0004(3)
02 1.022(17) 0.9995(3) 1.0004(7)
03 0.988(11) 0.9983(7) 1.0002(14)
04 0.988(11) 0.9966(11) 1.0001(24)
05 0.966(14) 0.9935(17) 0.9991(38)
06 0.992(14) 0.9889(25) 0.9975(56)
07 0.959(17) 0.9827(35) 0.9950(79)
08 0.905(19) 0.9747(47) 0.9916(107)
09 0.922(22) 0.9641(61) 0.9865(139)
10 0.857(27) 0.9512(78) 0.9800(177)

TABLE VI. Kinematical cuts adopted in the ISTRA! experi-
ment of Ref. [11] (see text).

Strip x" y$ cos"&cut#

01 0.05 < x" < 0.10 0.90 < y$ < 1.10 "0.8
02 0.10 < x" < 0.15 0.90 < y$ < 1.10 "0.8
03 0.15 < x" < 0.20 0.85 < y$ < 1.00 "0.8
04 0.20 < x" < 0.25 0.80 < y$ < 0.95 "0.2
05 0.25 < x" < 0.30 0.75 < y$ < 0.90 "0.3
06 0.30 < x" < 0.35 0.72 < y$ < 0.87 "0.4
07 0.35 < x" < 0.40 0.65 < y$ < 0.85 "0.3
08 0.40 < x" < 0.45 0.62 < y$ < 0.85 "0.5
09 0.45 < x" < 0.50 0.57 < y$ < 0.80 "0.7
10 0.50 < x" < 0.55 0.52 < y$ < 0.75 "1.0
11 0.55 < x" < 0.60 0.48 < y$ < 0.70 "1.0

TABLE VII. The same as in Table VI, but in the case of the
OKA experiment of Ref. [12].

Strip x" y$ cos"&cut#

01 0.10 < x" < 0.15 0.89 < y$ < 1.01 "0.8
02 0.15 < x" < 0.20 0.85 < y$ < 1.01 "0.2
03 0.20 < x" < 0.25 0.80 < y$ < 1.00 "0.2
04 0.25 < x" < 0.30 0.75 < y$ < 0.97 "0.4
05 0.30 < x" < 0.35 0.70 < y$ < 0.93 "0.4
06 0.35 < x" < 0.40 0.66 < y$ < 0.90 "0.5
07 0.40 < x" < 0.45 0.62 < y$ < 0.88 "0.5
08 0.45 < x" < 0.50 0.58 < y$ < 0.86 "0.6
09 0.50 < x" < 0.55 0.54 < y$ < 0.83 "0.6
10 0.55 < x" < 0.60 0.50 < y$ < 0.80 "0.6
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and our nonperturbative results (and also those obtained
using ChPT). For the global reduced !2-variable [see
Eq. (52)] we find !2red ! 3.9 and !3.4 for the ISTRA!
and OKA experiments respectively. Thus, improved deter-
minations of the form factor F""x"# are required from both
experiment and theory in order to consolidate or eliminate
the discrepancies.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL
DATA FROM THE PIBETA COLLABORATION

In Ref. [13] the PIBETA Collaboration has investigated
the radiative pion decay into electrons #e2" and has
measured the following branching ratios
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integrated in four different kinematical regions of photon
and electron energies with the constraint &e" > 40°. The

kinematical regions are labeled as i & A, B, C, O and the
values of the minimum photon and electron energies are,
respectively, Ei

" & f50; 50; 10; 10g MeV and Ei
e & f50;

10; 50; meg MeV. The maximum photon and electron
energies are Emax

" ! Emax
e !m#=2 ! 70 MeV. The region

O is a combination of the other three regions supplemented
with extrapolations based on Monte Carlo simulations [13].
As was the case for Ke2" decays in Eq. (44), at order

O"'em# the theoretical prediction for each bin for #e2" decays,
!Rth;i, can be decomposed into the sum of three terms
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where in this case
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TABLE VIII. Values of Nexp=Npt (see text) for the ISTRA!
[11] (left panel) and OKA experiments [12] (right panel),
compared to our theoretical predictions Nth=Npt, evaluated
using the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17), for the kinematical strips selected by the two
experiments (see Tables VI and VII). The fourth columns
correspond to the predictions of ChPT at order O"e2p4#, based
on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53).

Strip Nexp=Npt Nth=Npt ChPT

01 0.922(65) 1.0001(1) 1.0002(1)
02 0.983(33) 1.0001(2) 1.0004(4)
03 1.001(22) 0.9996(4) 1.0005(8)
04 0.982(23) 0.9983(7) 1.0002(14)
05 0.982(21) 0.9956(11) 0.9994(23)
06 0.974(24) 0.9922(17) 0.9981(36)
07 0.922(25) 0.9873(25) 0.9963(54)
08 0.890(27) 0.9816(35) 0.9942(77)
09 0.924(34) 0.9718(47) 0.9895(104)
10 0.853(46) 0.9591(62) 0.9830(137)
11 0.625(79) 0.9436(81) 0.9747(176)

Strip Nexp=Npt Nth=Npt ChPT

01 0.972(18) 1.0000(2) 1.0004(3)
02 1.022(17) 0.9995(3) 1.0004(7)
03 0.988(11) 0.9983(7) 1.0002(14)
04 0.988(11) 0.9966(11) 1.0001(24)
05 0.966(14) 0.9935(17) 0.9991(38)
06 0.992(14) 0.9889(25) 0.9975(56)
07 0.959(17) 0.9827(35) 0.9950(79)
08 0.905(19) 0.9747(47) 0.9916(107)
09 0.922(22) 0.9641(61) 0.9865(139)
10 0.857(27) 0.9512(78) 0.9800(177)

TABLE VI. Kinematical cuts adopted in the ISTRA! experi-
ment of Ref. [11] (see text).

Strip x" y$ cos"&cut#

01 0.05 < x" < 0.10 0.90 < y$ < 1.10 "0.8
02 0.10 < x" < 0.15 0.90 < y$ < 1.10 "0.8
03 0.15 < x" < 0.20 0.85 < y$ < 1.00 "0.8
04 0.20 < x" < 0.25 0.80 < y$ < 0.95 "0.2
05 0.25 < x" < 0.30 0.75 < y$ < 0.90 "0.3
06 0.30 < x" < 0.35 0.72 < y$ < 0.87 "0.4
07 0.35 < x" < 0.40 0.65 < y$ < 0.85 "0.3
08 0.40 < x" < 0.45 0.62 < y$ < 0.85 "0.5
09 0.45 < x" < 0.50 0.57 < y$ < 0.80 "0.7
10 0.50 < x" < 0.55 0.52 < y$ < 0.75 "1.0
11 0.55 < x" < 0.60 0.48 < y$ < 0.70 "1.0

TABLE VII. The same as in Table VI, but in the case of the
OKA experiment of Ref. [12].

Strip x" y$ cos"&cut#

01 0.10 < x" < 0.15 0.89 < y$ < 1.01 "0.8
02 0.15 < x" < 0.20 0.85 < y$ < 1.01 "0.2
03 0.20 < x" < 0.25 0.80 < y$ < 1.00 "0.2
04 0.25 < x" < 0.30 0.75 < y$ < 0.97 "0.4
05 0.30 < x" < 0.35 0.70 < y$ < 0.93 "0.4
06 0.35 < x" < 0.40 0.66 < y$ < 0.90 "0.5
07 0.40 < x" < 0.45 0.62 < y$ < 0.88 "0.5
08 0.45 < x" < 0.50 0.58 < y$ < 0.86 "0.6
09 0.50 < x" < 0.55 0.54 < y$ < 0.83 "0.6
10 0.55 < x" < 0.60 0.50 < y$ < 0.80 "0.6
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absence of the experimental covariance matrix we do not
provide any estimate of !2red for the PIBETA experiment.
Possible contributions in the PIBETA kinematics arising

from tensor interactions beyond the SM have been dis-
cussed in the literature (see e.g., Refs. [16,26] and
references therein). In Ref. [17] the impact of O!e2p6"
terms was estimated using also the large Nc expansion
within ChPT and found to be at the level of about 15% on
the axial form factor. Such a contribution led to a better
agreement with the PIBETA data and to the conclusion that
the addition of tensor interactions was not needed. Our
lattice results for the kinematical region C and possibly also
for the kinematical region O might open again the issue of
the role of possible flavor-changing interactions beyond the
V ! A theory in radiative pion decays.

VII. SM FIT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The results obtained in the previous sections naturally
raise the issue of whether the vector and axial form factors

can be modified in such a way as to significantly reduce the
discrepancies with all the experimental data while staying
within the SM. To this end the KLOE, E787, ISTRA# and
OKA data can be fitted simultaneously since they concern
kaon decays, while only the PIBETA experiment measures
the pion decay rates. We stress that the discussion in this
section assumes the validity of the SM in general, and
lepton-flavor universality in particular, allowing us to
combine data from kaon decays into electrons and muons.
For radiative kaon decays we observe that:
(i) the KLOE data include values of x" in the range from

approximately 0.04 to about 1.0. At large values of
x" the data are mainly governed by the form factor
F#!x"", while at lower values of x" the data are also
moderately sensitive to the form factor F!!x"";

(ii) the E787 data cover a range of values of x" from
approximately 0.36 to about 0.96. They are sensitive
to the form factor F#!x"" at large values of x" and to
a lesser extent also to the form factor F!!x"" at lower
values of x";

FIG. 5. Comparison of the PIBETA experimental data [13] with the pt contribution subtracted, (!Rexp;i ! !Rpt;i) (red circles), with
the theoretical predictions (!Rth;i ! !Rpt;i) (blue squares), evaluated with the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17), for the four kinematical regions adopted in the PIBETA experiment on ## ! e#$" decays. The green diamonds
correspond to the prediction of ChPT at order O!e2p4", based on the vector and axial form factors given in Eq. (53).

TABLE IX. Values of the PIBETA experimental results !Rexp;i [13], of the pt contribution !Rpt;i, of the quantity (!Rexp;i ! !Rpt;i)
and of the theoretical predictions !RSD;i and (!Rth;i ! !Rpt;i), evaluated with the vector and axial form factors of Ref. [8] given in
Eqs. (13)–(17), corresponding to the four kinematical regions adopted in the PIBETA experiment on ## ! e#$" decays. Energies and
branching ratios are given in units of MeVand 10!8, respectively. In the kinematical region A the constraint %e" > 40° is automatically
satisfied [13]. The last column shows the prediction of ChPT at order O!e2p4", based on the vector and axial form factors given in
Eq. (53).

Region E" Ee %e" !Rexp;i !Rpt;i !!Rexp;i ! !Rpt;i" !RSD;i !!Rth;i ! !Rpt;i" ChPT

A > 50 > 50 > 40° 2.614$ 0.021 0.385 2.229$ 0.021 1.94$ 0.40 1.93$ 0.40 2.97$ 0.82
B > 50 > 10 > 40° 14.46$ 0.22 11.66 2.80$ 0.22 3.01$ 0.54 2.93$ 0.54 4.43$ 0.92
C > 10 > 50 > 40° 37.69$ 0.46 35.08 2.61$ 0.46 5.07$ 1.03 5.07$ 1.04 7.75$ 2.07
O > 10 > me > 40° 73.86$ 0.54 72.26 1.60$ 0.54 6.87$ 1.26 6.70$ 1.26 10.13$ 2.11
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discussed in Sec. VA. This is further illustrated in Fig. 8
where the results for the form factors from the best fits are
plotted omitting either the E787 data or the KLOE data and
compared to the lattice results. The best separate fits to the
KLOE and E787 data result in significantly different values
of the form factor F!"x!#. It can also be seen that the
optimal form factor F!"x!# always deviates significantly
from our lattice results and its slope is also sensitive to the
inclusion of either the KLOE or the E787 data or both.
At low values of x! the KLOE data prefer smaller values of
the form factor F!"x!#, while the E787 data are compatible
with larger ones. This is again related to the different values
of the form factor F!"x!# from the KLOE and E787
experiments shown in the left panel of Fig. 8. At large
values of x! the form factor F!"x!# is mainly governed by
the ISTRA! and OKA data.6 Finally note that the
extraction of the form factor F!"x!# from the KLOE
data is affected by the simultaneous inclusion of the
ISTRA! and OKA data at low values of x! (compare

the red striped area in the right panel of Fig. 1 with the red
shaded area in the left panel of Fig. 8).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comparison of our theoretical
predictions with the existing experimental data on the
radiative leptonic decays K ! e"e! from the KLOE col-
laboration [9], K ! #"#! from the E787, ISTRA! and
OKA collaborations [10–12] and $ ! e"e! from the
PIBETA experiment [13]. The theoretical predictions are
based on our recent nonperturbative determinations of the
vector and axial-vector form factors corresponding to the
emission of a real photon, using lattice QCD! QED
simulations at leading order in the electromagnetic cou-
pling, O"%em#, in the electroquenched approximation [8].
We find good consistency between our theoretical

predictions and the experimental results from the KLOE
experiment onK ! e"! decays [9], but a discrepancy at the
level of about 2 standard deviations for the data at large x!
from the E787 experiment on K ! #"! decays. Indeed
the results from the two experiments do not agree. We also
find differences of up to 3–4 standard deviations at large
photon energies in the comparison of our predictions with
the E787, ISTRA! and OKA data on radiative kaon decays
as well as for some kinematical regions of the PIBETA
experiment on the radiative pion decay.
We have also performed a simultaneous fit of the KLOE,

E787, ISTRA! and OKA experimental data on the
radiative kaon decays staying within the SM and adopting
the linear ansatz in Eq. (71) for the SD form factors

FIG. 8. Comparison of the form factors F!"x!# (left panel) and F!"x!# (right panel), given in Eq. (71), obtained by the fitting either
KLOE [9], ISTRA! [11] and OKA [12] data (red shaded areas) or E787 [10], ISTRA! [11] and OKA [12] data (green shaded areas).
The black shaded areas correspond to the simultaneous fit of all the experimental data from KLOE [9], E787 [10], ISTRA! [11] and
OKA [12]. The blue shaded areas represent our lattice results from Ref. [8]. All the shaded areas represent uncertainties at the level of 1
standard deviation.

6The inclusion of the E787 data has two main consequences on
the optimal form factors corresponding to the KLOE! ISTRA!
OKA analysis: (1) at large x! the form factor F!"x!# increases
and correspondingly the form factor F!"x!# should decrease to
keep unchanged the sum SD! ! SD! governed by the KLOE
data; (2) at low x! the E787 data for cos"&#!#! !0.9 (see Fig. 2)
require larger values of F!"x!# to compensate the SD! ! INT!

contribution. The above features produce the flattening of F!"x!#
observed in Fig. 8 when all the experiments are considered.
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Global fit of KLOE, E787, ISTRA+ and OKA data on K → μ(e) νμ(e) γ


